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Figure 1: The Safe Home scenario

Refinement
Consider the sequence diagram SafeHome in Figure 1 and assume t is one of its positive traces. Use
an InteractionUse (ref SafeHome) in order not to duplicate the given diagram when
drawing new ones.

(A) What is the length of t?

• The length of t is 28. And this is due to the number of messages in the sequence diagram.
There are 14 messages, and for each message there is a send and receive event. So this
makes up 14*2 = 28 events.

(B) Which event/events may occur as the last event in t?

• The receiving of the message "Turned off" by the object g of type Gateway.

(C) Which event/events may occur as the first event in t?
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Figure 2: SafeHomeSup

• !Opened(from w:Window), !Opened(from d:Door) and TurnedOn(from s:Stove) can occur
as first events.

(D) Supplement SafeHome into a sequence diagram SafeHomeSup that ensures that in any correct
implementation at least one of the positive traces described by the sequence diagram SafeHome
in Figure 1 is a valid execution. Draw SafeHomeSup and argue why it is a supplementing.

• SafeHomeSup is a supplementing of SafeHome. What happens in the SafeHomeSup is, by
applying the assert operator on the whole SafeHome diagram, all the inconclusive traces
in SafeHome are redefined as negative traces. And that makes it supplementing, since
supplementing is reducing the set of the inconclusive traces by moving them over to the
set of positive traces and/or to the set of negative traces. The operator assert also ensure
that at list one of the positive traces described by the SafeHome sequence digram will
get implemented, given the implementation is correct.

(E) Narrow SafeHome into a sequence diagram SafeHomeNar in which all positive traces in
SafeHome are negative. Draw SafeHomeNar and argue why it is a narrowing.

• SafeHomeNar is a narrowing of SafeHome because by applying the refuse operator we
redefine the positive traces to negative. And narrowing is reducing the set of positive
traces by refining them to negative.
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Figure 3: SafeHomeNar

(F) Draw a sequence diagram SafeHomeAbs such that SafeHomeAbs has exactly three lifelines and
SafeHome is a detailing of SafeHomeAbs. Argue why SafeHome is a detailing of SafeHomeAbs.

• Detailing involves adding some more detailed descriptions without altering the externally
observable behaviour. SafeHome is a detailing of SafeHomAbs, because it reduces the level
of abstraction in a sequence diagram by decomposing two lifelines into four. SafeHomeAbs
is a result of composing four lifelines into two and hiding the internal communication
that occur between the composed lifelines.
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Figure 4: SafeHomeAbs

(G) Are any of SafeHomeSup and SafeHomeNar refinements of SafeHomeAbs? Explain your
answer.

• The answer is yes, and it is due to the property of transitivity. This property al-
lows incremental development and that is exactly what has happened in the process
refining SafeHomeAbs to SafeHomeSup/SafeHomeNar. SafeHome is a refinement of
SafeHomeAbs(detailing), and SafeHomeSup and SafeHomeNar are both refinements
of SafeHome(supplementing and narrowing respectively), and thus SafeHomeSup and
SafeHomeNar are both refinements of SafeHomeAbs.
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